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Snowmass BSM report will include sections on the four main EF09 areas.

We invited, after an open call, experts in three key areas to help scrutinize available 
literature, snowmass inputs, and draft specific sections. Largest number of contributions 
expected in these areas.

Heavy Bosons
Robert Harris, 
Felix Yu

New Fermions
Julie Hogan, 
Ian M. Lewis

Long-Lived Signatures
Juliette Alimena, 
Simon Knapen

Other exotica
Lingfeng Li
To lead discussion @ EF ws

They will also lead discussions during EF09 parallel 
session this week.
● Additionally, Lingfeng Li invited to guide the 

discussion on other exotica



Snowmass community input
At the start of Snowmass, gauged interests through expression-of-interests (EoI) and 
letters-of-interests (LoI) 
● 66 EoI, 73 LoI (large overlap)

After the snowmass pause, 
estimated ~50 LoIs still ~active state
● 22 (44%) submitted as a contributed

paper or published to a journal and
communicated directly to us

Overall received 25 direct snowmass 
submissions to EF09.
63 contributions (snowmass sub. or journal) 
identified as having material directly 
relevant to EF09
● Including 10 contrib. papers from other 

EF groups or other frontiers 



Timeline

All main building blocks should be in place by end of May

Can update and fill in a few remaining critical results, if very important for the main 
message



Goal of today’s EF09 parallel session

Briefly review the inputs received (see also Monday’s EF09 highlights talk)

Start brainstorming on how to best summarize those inputs:

● Key summary plots that address critical questions
● Comprehensiveness of inputs across different collider options for those critical 

questions / summary plots: identify if there are critical gaps that can and we 
should try to fill in the coming months to the July Snowmass meeting

Also collect inputs about how we want to frame the narrative of the report

● See also the discussion on Tuesday on general BSM narrative for the report

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52465/contributions/236218/attachments/153447/199165/2022-03-28%20EF09%20Highlights%20%28EF%20Workshop%29.pdf


One example of summary table



Another example: summary plot



Let’s discuss!

Comments/Suggestions ?

Thank you in advance!


